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(Communicated by D. S. Passman)

Abstract. We prove in this article that for some classes of division algebras D

over a field F every finite dimensional semisimple subalgebra of D"xn must

be conjugate to a subalgebra of F"x" .

Quite a body of information has been amassed in recent years about groups of

matrices over various examples of division algebras of a vaguely transcendental

nature. Our object here is to provide a general framework sufficient to derive

the properties of at least the locally finite such groups.

Throughout this paper F is a (commutative) field, D is a division F-algebra

and n is a positive integer. There are various notions of transcendence for

division algebras. We shall be concerned here with the following, or weakened

versions of it: K <g>f D is a domain for every finite-dimensional division F-

algebra K. Such division algebras are called totally transcendental in the book

[15]. Note that K ®F D has finite dimension dimFK over D as left or right

space; in particular K®FD is a domain if and and only if it is a division ring.

The following examples of division algebra do have the above property.

(a) The division ring D of quotients of the universal enveloping algebra U(L)

of a Lie F-algebra L such that U(L) is Ore.

For example L could be any soluble by finite-dimensional Lie F-algebra, see

[11, Proposition 4.1] or [12, Theorem 1, Corollary]. More generally L could

be any Lie algebra in the class (L, P\$F generated by the local and extension

closure operators L and P and the class $F of finite-dimensional Lie F-

algebras.

(b) The division ring D constructed by P. M. Cohn in [l]from U(L) for L

any Lie F-algebra.

(c) The division ring D of quotients of a group algebra FG for any group G

for which KG is Ore for all such K.
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Here G could be any torsion-free locally soluble-by-finite group, or more

generally any group in (L,P)(%1$), see [8, Theorem 1.4].

(d) The Malcev-Neumann power series ring D = F(G) constructed for any

ordered group G and hence for any residually torsion-free nilpotent group G.

In particular, via the results of [9], the ring D could be the universal field of

fractions of a free F-algebra.

Our group theoretic results apply to locally finite groups. We remark here, and

once and for all, that in certain cases they extend to periodic groups. Specifically

in the following cases the periodic subgroups of GL(«, D) are known to be lo-

cally finite: D as in (a) with L either locally finite-dimensional, or metabelian,

or residually nilpotent, see [11, p. 34, 35], D as in (c) with G polycyclic-by-

finite ([12]) or with G in certain more general classes of group ([11, Part II]

and [16, 4.48f]), and D as in (d) with G residually torsion-free nilpotent, see

[5].
We now state our main results. The positive group theoretic content is in the

first theorem below. We remind the reader that D is a division algebra over

the field F . Also D" " denotes the ring of n x n matrices over D.

1. Theorem. Assume K®FD is a domain for every finite-dimensional separable

division F-algebra K.

(a) Suppose R is a finite-dimensional separable F-subalgebra of Dnxn . Then

dim^T? < n and u~~ Ru C Fnxn for some u £ GL(n,D). Further dim^T?

divides n if R is simple, divides n if R is a division ring and is at most n if

R is commutative.

(b) Let G be a locally finite subgroup of GL(n,D) with unipotent radical

u(G). Then G/u(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(n, F) and if further G

has no non-trivial elements of order char F then u~lGu ç GL(«,F) for some

u£GL(n,D).

Thus the study of locally finite subgroups of GL(«, D) is reduced essentially

to a study of linear groups over the specified field F. Most earlier results of

this type have constructed representations either over the complex numbers or

over the algebraic closure of a finite field (e.g. [16, 2.3.1, 2.5.1, 2.5.2, 2.5.3,

2.5.6 and 4.4.9]). Note that in 1. the field F can, and usually will, be very

much smaller than the centre of D.

We have assumed in 1. that D has an apparently weaker property than that

discussed above, since that is all that is needed to cope with the group-theoretic

situation. Under the full hypothesis one can slightly strengthen the ring theoretic

conclusions.

2. Theorem. Assume K®FD is a domain for every finite-dimensional division

F-algebra K.  Suppose R is a finite-dimensional semisimple F-subalgebra of

Dnxn.   Then dimFR < n    and u~xRu < Fnxn for some u £ GL(n,D).

Further dimF R divides n    if R is simple, divides n if R is a division ring

and is at most n if R is commutative.
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It is very hard to characterize even the commutative division rings D as

in 2., or for that matter as in 1. In some ways it is more natural to consider

division F-algebras D with the weaker property that K ®F D is a domain for

every finite field extension K of F . A fact we make no use of is that a division

F-algebra D has this property if and only if K®FD is an Ore domain for every

field extension K of F, see [3, Corollary 6]. Under this weaker hypothesis part

but not all of the conclusion of 1. and 2. survive.

3. Theorem. Assume K®FD is a domain for every finite separable field exten-

sion K of F.
(a) Suppose R is a finite-dimensional separable F'-subalgebra of Dnx" . Then

1 1
dimf R < n . If R is simple then dimf R divides n . If R is a field then

dimf 7? divides n. If R is commutative then dimF R < n and u~ Ru ç

Fnxn for some u £ GL(n,D). There exist examples with R a division ring,

dimf7? > n and with no isomorphic copy of R lying in Fnxn . Moreover for

finite-dimensional simple inseparable F-subalgebras S of Dnx"1 there need be

no bound on dimFS, even if S is 1-generator and n = 1.

(b) Suppose G is a locally finite subgroup of GL(n,D) and denote by Q =

F[G] the F-subalgebra of Dnxn generated by G. Then Q = RQ®n(Q) for some

finite-dimensional separable F-subalgebra R0 of Q and n(Q) the nilpotent

radical of Q. There exist examples of such groups G that are finite with trivial

unipotent radical and not isomorphic to any subgroup of GL(«, F).

Note that any nil subring of Dnxn is nilpotent by Levitzki's theorem, so any

subring S of Dnx" does have a nilpotent radical n(S).

4. Theorem. Assume K ®f D is a domain for every finite field extension K

of F . Suppose R isa d-generator finite-dimensional F-subalgebra of Dnxn .

Then

dimf R < n (1 + dn  -l-(- (dn )"~ ) in general and

/       (d\ (d + n-2\\   rn .
< n i 1 + I    r +-1- I \ \ if R is commutative .

1 1
Further dimf 7? is at most n if R is semisimple, divides n if R is simple

and divides n if R is a field. Also if R is commutative and semisimple then

dimf R < n and u~ Ru < Fnxn for some u £ GL(n,D). There exist examples

with R a division ring, dimf R> n and with no isomorphic copy of R lying in
Fnxn ,

In general in 4. there is no bound on dimF R independent of d , even if 7?

is commutative. More generally if D is as in 2. with F ^ D, then dimf D is

infinite and

{(;..:)?*«'■»«?}

is a locally finite-dimensional commutative F-algebra of infinite dimension.
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We make no attempt to obtain the best bounds in 4., but the given bounds

are not wildly large. For suppose xx ,x2, ... ,xd are non-commuting indeter-

minates over a field F . Then F[xx, ... ,xd] lies in a division F-algebra D

satisfying the hypotheses of 4. (indeed satisfying the hypotheses of 2.). Suppose

7? is the F-subalgebra of Dnxn generated by the elements

0 0\

xx   0 0

0 xi      'OJ

for i - 1,2, ... ,d. It is easy to check that dimf R = 1 + d + ■ ■■ + dn~ .

Trivially dimF Fnxn = n . If the xi are now taken to be commuting indeter-

minates then D still exists and dimFR = 1 + (f) + • • • + (d^l~x2) ■ Of course

the full diagonal algebra in F"x" is commutative of dimensional n .

Since the examples we construct for G in (3b) have characteristic zero, the

whole of (3b) remains true under the hypothesis of 4. We conclude this discus-

sion of the conclusions of the theorems with the following simple corollary.

5. Corollary. Let D be as in 4. An algebraic F-subalgebra A of Dnxn is a

PI-algebra and in particular is locally finite-dimensional over F.

For if a £ A in 5. the F-subalgebra of Dnxn generated by a has dimen-

sion at most n over F (take d = 1 in 4. and note that the subalgebra is

commutative). Thus A is a F7-algebra by [6, Theorem 1 of Section X.10].

Consequently A is also locally finite-dimensional over F, see [6, Section X.12,

Theorem 1].

We should discuss the extent to which the various hypotheses above actually

differ. Fairly standard field theory, e.g. see [7, especially Section IV. 10], yields

the following.

6. Let E be a field extension of the field F.

(a) K ®F E is a domain for every separable field extension K of F if and

only if it is a domain for every finite separable field extension K of F, if and

only if F is separably algebraically closed in E.

(b) K®FE is a domain for every field extension K of F if and only if it is a

domain for every finite field extension K of F, if and only if F is algebraically

closed in E and E is separable over F.

Thus for example, if E is any non-trivial purely inseparable extension field

of F then E satisfies the conditions of (6a) but not those of (6b).

Let F be a field of characteristic not 2 with elements a and b such that

the quaternion algebra A = (a, b/F)  is a division ring.   (For the definition
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of A see for example [14, p. 14]). For example we could choose F to be

any subfield of R and a = b = -1 or we could take K to be any field with

char A" ̂  2, a and b independent indeterminates over K and F = K(a,b),

see [14, p. 15]. If X and Y are independent indeterminates over F then a

simple direct argument shows that aX + bY - 1 is irreducible in F[X ,Y],

Thus F[X, Y]/(aX + bY - 1) is a domain; let E denote its quotient field.

Then (E: F(X)) = 2, where F(X) is purely transcendental over F and E is

separable over F . A direct calculation shows that F is algebraically closed in

E. By hypothesis A is a central division algebra of index 2 and it follows from

[14, p. 15, Proposition], that

¿(g)   E = (a,b/E)=<E2x2.

In particular A®F E is not a domain. This and 6. yield Part (a) of the

following.

7. (a) For the fields E D F described above K ®F E is a domain for every

field extension K of F but not for every finite-dimensional separable division

F-algebra K.

(b) For every characteristic p > 0 there is a field extension E D F of charac-

teristic p such that K <E)F E is a domain for every separable field extension K

of F but not for every finite-dimensional separable division F-algebra K.

Part (a) of 7. already affords examples for Part (b) whenever p / 2. We

give a second construction giving examples for all p > 0. Thus let p > 0.

The skew polynomial ring GY(pp)[x], where x acts on the coefficient field as

the Frobenius automorphism, is an Ore domain; let B be its division ring of

quotients. Then F = GF(p)(xp) in the centre of 77 and dimf B = p2. Set

E = GY(p)(x). Then (E: F) = p and E splits B. Thus B®FE = Epxp is

not a domain. Trivially B is separable over F . Finally E is purely inseparable

over F and so K ®F E is a domain for every separable field extension K of

F by (6a).

We are grateful to the referee for pointing out that if F is a purely transcen-

dental extension of transcendence degree 1 over an algebraically closed field

of positive characteristic, then every finite-dimensional division F-algebra is

a field ([14, p. 376, Corollary a]), so if F is a nontrivial purely insepara-

ble extension field of F then K ®F E is domain for every finite-dimensional

separable division F-algebra K by (6a) but not for every finite-dimensional

division F-algebra K by (6b)

We now present the main proofs. Basically we regard the conjugacy parts

as variants of the Skolem-Noether theorem and copy a standard method for

proving the latter result. For the next three results 7? is a finite-dimensional

F-subalgebra of the matrix ring Dnxn. Further 7?op denotes the opposite ring

to R.
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8. Suppose R is a division algebra and 7?op ®F D is a domain. Then r = dimf R

divides n and u~lRuÇ_Fnxn for some u£GL(n,D).

Proof. Its natural R-Dnx" bimodule structure makes Dnxn into a right S =

Rop ®FDnxn module. By hypothesis 7?op ®FD is a domain of finite dimension

r over D. Thus 7?op®FD is a division ring and S = (Rop®F D)nxn is simple

Artinian. As such S has up to isomorphism a unique irreducible right module

V = (7?op ®F D)(n) and dimfl V = rn, the 7>module structure being given

via D -* 1 (8>7) < S. Also Dnxn ^5 V{s) for some positive integer 5. Thus

«   = rns and r divides n as claimed.

It follows that R is isomorphic to an F-subalgebra, say Rx , of Fnxn, for

example via right multiplication by 7? on R(s'. Thus Dnxn can also be made

into a right 5-module via its natural Rx - Dnxn bimodule structure and some

fixed isomorphism 9: R —► Rx. Dimension considerations show that it too is

S-isomorphic to V . Consequently there is an F-isomorphism <f> of Dnxn to

itself such that (txy)cf> = tdxcpy for all t £ R and x,y £ Dnxn. Set u = l<p~l

and v = 14>. Then

uv = (luv)(j>4>~  = (\u<f>v)<f>~  =v<f  =1,

so «e GL(«,D). Also for t £ R we have

vt = \<pt = (lt)4> = (t\)q? = t8v ,

so
u~yRu = vRv~{ =RX çFnxn .

9. Suppose R is simple and Eop <S)F D is a domain for E the division ring

component of R. Then dimF R divides n and u~ Ru < Fnxn for some

ueGL(n,D).

Proof. We have R = El for some set 7 = {e^} of matrix units of R, say

mxm, centralizing E. Then j)nxn — CI = cmxm for C the centralizer of 7

in Dnxn , cf. [13, 6.1.5.] Then n = mk for some integer k and

E<C = DxJ=iDkxk

for some set J of k x k matrix units centralizing the copy fl, 3 F of Í) in

C. Apply 8. above to E and C. Thus dimfF divides k and v~xEv ç FJ

for some unit t; of C, Then v e GL(n,D) and

v~ Rv ç v~ EvI ç F/7 .

But JI is a set of « x « matrix units in Dnxn and as such is conjugate to

the standard set. Thus w~ FJIw = Fnxn for some w e GL(n,D). Now put
2 2

u = vw . Finally dimF R = m dimF E, which divides m k and hence divides
2.2 2

m k  = n  .
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10. Suppose R is semisimple and Eop ®„ D is a domain for each division

ring component E of R. Then dimf R < n and u~ Ru ç Fn xn for some

u e GL(n,D). Moreover dimf R< n whenever R is commutative.

Proof. Let ex,e2, ... ,es be the primitive central idempotents of R, so

R = Re, X Re, X • • • X Re,,
1 Z S

where each Re¡ is simple. Set V = Z)(n), row «-space over D, and regard

it as a D - Dnx" bimodule in the obvious way. Then V = @Vei as D - R

bimodule. Regard Rei as a subalgebra of EndD Vei and apply 9. Thus if we

choose a left 7)-basis 7i( of Re¡ there exists x¡ e AutD Vei such that

B^Re^CFB^^Fb.

beB,

Then B = \JBt is a left D-basis of V and

x = JZ x, & 0 End0 Ve¡ Q EndD V

is such that x £ Aut0 V and Bx~xRx ç F77.

Choose u £ GL(n,D) so that x~ u maps 77 to the standard basis. Then

u~lRu C Fnx" . Also dimFRe¡ < (dimö Ve A2 for each i by 9. again and so

dimf R ¡= 2J dimF Re¡ < ^(dimfl Ve¡)   < n   .

If R is commutative then each Re¡ is a field and we can apply 8. instead

of 9. and obtain dimr Re < dim,, Ve   for each i. It then follows here that
t l   — r /

dimf R < n .

11. The Proofs of (la), 2 and (3a). Now (la) and 2. follow at once from

8., 9. and 10. Therefore assume the hypotheses and notation of (3a). If

R is commutative then 7? is a direct product of a finite number of fields,

each of which is a finite separable extension of F. Then dimf R < n and

u~ Ru < Fnxn for some u £ GL(n,D) by 10. Moreover if 7? is a field then

dimf 7? divides « by 8.

Now suppose 7? is a division ring. Then the centre Z of 7? is separable over

F. Also 7? has a strictly maximal subfield E that is separable over Z , see [14,

p. 245, Proposition]. Then E is separable over F and by the commutative

case dimf E divides n. Therefore

dimF7? = dimf Z(dimzF)   =(dimfF) /dimfZ

divides n .

Assume now that R is just simple. Then R = EI for some separable division

algebra E and set 7 of matrix units of 7?, say m x m, centralizing E. Let

C denote the centralizer of 7 in Dnx" . Then

D      = CI = C and   E < C = D      ,
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2
where mk = n . By the previous case dimF E divides k . Therefore dimf R =

2 2     2 2
m dim^. E divides m k  = n  .

In the general case we obtain dimf R < n   from the case where 7? is simple

exactly as in the proof of 10.

Finally we have to produce the counterexamples.   Let F,  E and A  be
2x2

as in the preamble to 7.   Then A ®F E = E       and A is isomorphic to a
2x2

division F-subalgebra of F . If A is isomorphic to an F-subalgebra of

F ' then dimension considerations yield A = E xl, which is manifestly false.

If D is any purely inseparable field extension of a field F then D satisfies the

hypotheses of 3. by (6a) and clearly there need be no bound on dimf D, or

indeed on dimf F(x) for x £ D.

12. Let n, F and D be as in 3. Suppose Q is an F-subalgebra of Dnxn with

a local system ¿2? of finite-dimensional nilpotent-by-separable F-subalgebras.

Then Q = 7?0©n(ß), where R0 is a finite-dimensional separable F-subalgebra

of Q and n(Q) is the nilpotent radical of Q.

Proof. Consider R, S £ £? with R < S. By a theorem of Wedderburn ([2,

p. 386, Theorem 4]) R = R0®n(R) for some (separable) F-subalgebra R0 of

R . Similarly S = S0® n(S). Now R n n(S) < n(R), so

(*)
dim,. 7?0 = dimF(R/n(R)) < dimF(R/R n n(S)) < dimF(S/n(S)) = dimf S0

By (3a) we have dimf R0 < n . Pick R £ S? so that dimf 7?0 is maximal.

Then the integers in (*) are all equal, 7? n n(S) = n(7?) and S = 7?0 © n(S).

If also T £ 5? with S <T then S n n(T) = n(S) and T = RQ © n(T) .

Consequently n(Q) = Usn(S), the union being over all S £ Sf with R < S.

Therefore

Q = U5 = IK0"(S)) = *o©n(ö),

as required.

13. The Proof of (3b). If 77 is any finite subgroup of G then F[77] < Q is

nilpotent-by-separable, e.g. [4, 7.10, p. 147]. Thus Q satisfies the hypothesis

of 12. and hence Q = 7?0 © n(Q) as required by (3b).

Let F,  E and A  be as in the preamble to 7.   with F a subfield of R
2x2

and a = b = -1. Then A®F E = E and GL(2,F) contains a quaternion

subgroup G of order 8. Since G is finite and char F = 0, the unipotent radical

of G is trivial. Finally GL(2, R) contains no copy of G and hence neither

does GL(2, F).

14. The Proof of (lb). We have F[G] = Q = 7?0 © n(ß) as in 3b). Since G

is locally finite we have u(G) = G n (1 + n(ß)), e.g. [16, 1.3.4], so G/u(G)

is isomorphic to the image G0 of G under the natural projection of Q onto
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R0. By (la) there exists u £ GL(n,D) with u~lG0u ç u~]RQu < Fnxn .

Consequently

G/u(G) s u~XG0u ç GL(n,F) .

If G has no nontrivial element of order char F then Maschke's theorem and

[16, 1.1.10] yield that Q is semisimple, so Q = R0, G = G0 and u~xGu ç

GL(«,F).

15. The proof of 4. If 7? is at least semisimple the conclusions of 4. can be

proved in the same way as the corresponding conclusions of (3a), see Paragraph

11. We concentrate on the general case.

Pick a finite field extension E of F such that for RE = E <&F R we have
F F

dim^T? /n(7? )) minimal. Let K be any finite field extension of E. Then

after the obvious identifications 7?* = (REf and (n(RE)f ç n(RK). Clearly

dimK(RK/(n(RE)f = dimE(RE/n(RE)) .

Thus by the choice of E we have (n^))* = n(RK). But then

(RE/n(RE)f = RK/n(RK),

which is semisimple. Therefore RE/n(RE) is a separable F-algebra, see [14,

p. 189, Corollary].
F F

By Wedderburn's theorem again we have 7? = S®n(R ) for some separable

F-subalgebra S of R , so by (3a), or by the opening paragraph of the present

proof if you prefer, we have e = dim£ S < n2 in general and e < n if R and

hence 5 is commutative. We are using here that

S ç RE < E($FDnxn = (F(g)f D)"xn,

where E<S>FD is a division F-algebra such that K®EE®FD) = K®FD is a

domain for every finite field extension K of E.

Let xx, ... ,xd generate 7? as an F-algebra. Then they generate 7? as an

F-algebra. Let xi = s¡ + yi where the st £ S and the y( £ rt(R ), and set

Y = {y,, ... ,yd}. Pick any F-basis B of S and note that \B\ = e. Now

n(7? ) is nilpotent with its n th power zero, since it embeds into the matrix

ring (D )nxn . Therefore R is spanned over E by the set of all elements of

the form

bQzxbxz2 ■ ■ ■ zmbm,       where the bi £ B, the z. £ Y and 0 < m < n .

If 7? is commutative then 7?    is spanned over F by all elements of the form

b0zxz2 ■ • • zm,        where b0 £ B, the z; £ Y and 0 < m < n .

Thus dimF 7? = dim£ R < ¿~2"~0 d'e'+ in general. In a polynomial ring in

d indeterminates, the number of distinct monomials of weight m > 0 is the

binomial coefficient (i/+™_1) ■ Hence if 7? is commutative we have

<um,«<£<C+;-').
;=0      V '
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Finally for the counterexample take the same example as used for the corre-

sponding part of (3a).
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